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Recurrent pulmonary embolism associated with
deep venous thrombosis diagnosed as protein s
deficiency owing to a novel mutation in PROS1
A case report
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Abstract
Rationale: Protein S (PS) deficiency that can be inherited or acquired is an independent risk factor for venous thromboembolism
(VTE).

Patient concerns: In this report, we present a case of recurrent pulmonary embolism (PE) and deep venous thrombosis (DVT)
due to PS deficiency.

Diagnoses: A 32-year-old male patient with significant decrease in PS activity was detected by laboratory tests. Genetic
examination of the PROS1 gene showed a transition of G to T in exon 14 (c.1792 G>T, p.E598X), which was a paternal inherited
heterozygous G1792T substitution in the laminin G-type repeat domain, generating a premature stop codon at Glu598.

Interventions:We considered that the inherited PS deficiency due to a PROS1 gene mutation may associate with recurrent VTE.
The patient was suggested to have an extended anticoagulant therapy to avoid a severe VTE event.

Outcomes: The patient was discharged home with continued oral anticoagulants and was still seen in clinic for follow-up.

Lessons: It is necessary for the young patient with recurrent idiopathic thrombosis to perform an inherited PS deficiency test and
receive anticoagulant therapy for an extended period.

Abbreviations: APC = activated protein C, APTT = activated partial thromboplastin time, AT III = antithrombin III, DVT = deep
venous thrombosis, NMD = nonsense-mediated RNA decay, PE = pulmonary embolism, PS = protein S, PT = prothrombin time,
VTE = venous thromboembolism.
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1. Introduction an anticoagulant by directly binding to factors Xa and Va and
Protein S (PS; gene symbol, PROS1; Gene ID, 5627;
NM_000313.3) is a vitamin K-dependent plasma glycoprotein
that functions as a non-enzymatic cofactor for activated protein
C (APC) in the degradation of coagulation factors Va and VIIIa,
thereby eliminating the prothrombinase and tenase complexes.[1–
3] Independent of its role as a cofactor for APC, PS further acts as
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inhibiting factor Xa.[4] In addition, PS has prothrombinase
inhibitory properties because of its high affinity for negatively
charged phospholipid membranes.[5] PS deficiency is an inherited
or acquired disorder associated with an increased risk of
thrombosis.[6] The prevalence of PS deficiency ranges from
0.03% to 0.13% of the general population,[7,8] whereas it is
approximately 2% of unselected patients and 1% to 13% of
patients with venous thromboembolism.[9,10]

In human plasma, PS forms an equimolar complex with the
complement regulatory protein C4b-binding protein (C4BP). The
formation of this complex affects PS function, as only free PS is
active as anAPCcofactor.[11] PS bindC4BPwith very high affinity,
especially at physiological calcium concentrations. In plasma, free
PS represents the molar excess of PS relative to C4BP binding sites,
which are found in the beta chain of C4BP.[12–14] The constant
concentration of free protein S is maintained and regulated by the
molar balance between C4BP and total protein S.[15,16]

PS antigen and activity were detected using laboratory tests and
specific tests for the free-form of PS have been developed.[17]

According to plasma levels of total PS, free PS antigen and PS
activity, PS deficiency is classified into 3 subtypes. Type I is a
quantitative deficiency in the total PS and free PS. Type II, or
qualitative PS deficiency, is characterized by normal PS levels but
reduced PS activity due to a dysfunctional PS variant in plasma.
Type III PS deficiency is characterized by low levels of free PS,
though the total plasma concentration of PS is normal. Here we
present a young patient with recurrent pulmonary embolism (PE)
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and deep vein thrombosis (DVT) and who was finally diagnosed
as PS deficiency due to gene PROS1 mutation.
2. Case presentation

A32-year-old male patient presented to the emergency roomwith
sudden chest pain and dyspnea. One month ago he discontinued
1 year of anticoagulant therapy for the previous diagnosis of
PE and DVT. His parents had no history of thromboembolic
disease. Blood routine showed that the patient’s hemoglobin was
15.9g/dL, platelet count was 280�109/L, and the hematology-
coagulation test showed that his prothrombin time (PT) was
12.1 s, activated partial thromboplastin time (APTT) was 37.9s,
fibrinogen was 5.25g/L, factor Xa activity was 115%, and
antithrombin III (AT III) activity was 92%. Owing to the
symptoms and history, emergent CT angiography was requested
and revealed recurrent massive PE (Fig. 1). The color Doppler
ultrasound demonstrated evidence of DVT in the right lower leg.
As no other etiologies were found, the patient’s plasma taken

before heparin treatment was analyzed for PS activity by a
clotting assay (Staclot Protein S; Diagnostica Stago, Asnieres,
France). The results revealed a significant decrease in PS activity
at 22% (male reference range, 77%–143%). The activity of
protein C and antithrombin was within the reference ranges
(108% and 99%, respectively). Therefore, a diagnosis of protein
S deficiency was established. The patient’s father had been
thrombosis-free, but he was also found to have PS deficiency with
low PS activity (23%) (Fig. 2A). Sequence analysis of the PROS1
gene from this patient showed a heterozygous transition of G to T
at nucleotide 1792 in exon 14 (NM_000313.3 c.1792G>T) in
the laminin G-type repeat domain, generating a premature stop
codon at Glu598 in exon 14 (Fig. 2B and C). No additional
Figure 1. Computed tomography (CT) images showed bilaterally diffuse mass
thromboembolus is occluding the left pulmonary arterial trunk in the magnetic re
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abnormalities were found in any of the subjects after testing for
anticardiolipin antibodies and DNA testing for protein C
(PROC), protein C receptor (PROCR), factor V Leiden, and
prothrombin G20210A.
The analysis of possible functional effect of the sequence

variation was performed using 2 prediction programs, Polymor-
phism Phenotyping (PolyPhen, http://genetics.bwh.harvard.edu/
pph2/) and Sort Intolerant from Tolerant (SIFT, http://sift.jcvi.
org/). This variant was predicted to be ‘probably non-detrimental’
by PolyPhen and ‘tolerated’ by SIFT program.
The patient signed informed consent and this study was

approved by the Ethics Committee of the Second Affiliated
Hospital of Zhejiang University.
3. Discussion

Hereditary PS deficiency is an autosomal dominant disease,
which can increase the risk of thrombosis because of the failure to
deactivate the coagulation.[8] Patients with PS deficiency usually
present with unprovoked or recurrent venous thromboembolism
(VTE).[18,19] Exposure to precipitating factors such as surgery
and trauma may trigger thrombosis in these individuals.[20]

Interestingly, in the case described above, the patient suffered
from recurrent PE and DVT after ceasing anti-coagulation
treatment without any other acquired risk factors, indicating a
potential abnormality in anticoagulation mechanisms. In our
opinion, young patients with recurrent venous thromboembolism
in the absence of precipitating factors need to be tested to identify
whether there is a deficiency of PC, PS, or antithrombin III
(AT III). In this case, the patient was found to be PS deficient.
To our knowledge, quite a lot of genetic mutations in PROS1

have been reported in the Human Genome Mutation Database.
ive thrombus-filled pulmonary arteries (Arrows in A and B). The pulmonary
sonance pulmonary angiography (Arrows in C and D).
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Figure 2. A, Molecular analysis of the protein S deficient family. Pedigree is shown with the PS functional activities and genetic determination where know DNA
sequence analysis of PROS1 exon 14 results in a premature stop at Glu598. Paternal PS activity 23%, maternal PS activity 122%, the patient PS activity 22%; (B)
domain structure of mature PS. Color-coding corresponds to mRNA exons encoding each PS domain. C, mRNA encoding PS. Upper symbol represent PROS1
mutation causing PS deficiency in this case. AS = aromatic stack domain, EGF = epidermal growth factor-like domain, GLA = g-carboxyglutamic acid domain,
LGR= laminin G-type repeat, PS = protein S, TSR = thrombin-sensitive region domian.
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But we are the first to identify a mutation in exon 14, which is
predicted to result in a truncated form of PS, due to a premature
stop codon at residue 598. As PS deficiency is inherited as an
autosomal dominant disorder, the individual described here has
severe PS deficiency due to haploinsufficiency. The truncated
protein expressed in both propositi probably result in protein
misfolding or nonsense-mediated RNA decay (NMD); both
mechanisms would cause low PS activity.[21] This patient is the
first reported case of heterozygous qualitative PS deficiency with
the mutation site on exon 14 (NM_000313.3 c.1792G>T p.
E598X) and recurrent venous thromboembolism. The mecha-
nism underlying the association between low PS activity and
clinical manifestations of VTE requires further investigation.
PS testing and PROS1 testing should not be considered in

unselected patients with venous thromboembolism, because
inherited PS deficiency is rare in the general population.[22] With
regard to the many difficulties the diagnosis of PS deficiency
implies, Marlar and Gausman[23] recently proposed a diagnostic
algorithm for the assessment of PS abnormalities. Current
evidence indicates that screening for inherited thrombophilia is
appropriate in cases of VTE without obvious cause < 45 to 50
years; VTE in patients with a family history of thrombosis;
recurrent VTE; thrombosis at an unusual location; and
developing VTE during pregnancy, use of oral contraceptives,
or hormone replacement therapy.[24]

Testing should be done at least in several weeks after an acute
clotting event to allow acute-phase reactant proteins to return to
baseline.[25] PS deficiency should not be diagnosed or excluded on
the basis of assays performedwhen the patient is taking vitamin K
antagonist. To avoid false-positive test results, plasma samples
should be taken after temporary interruption of oral anticoagu-
lant therapy for at least 10 days, and, in some cases, bridging
3

anticoagulation with alternative agents such as LMWH positive
test results should be confirmed by a second blood sample. In
pregnant women, positive test results should be established after
the postpartum period.[26] To prove inherited deficiency, testing
of family members is recommended. Both patient and family
members should receive genetic counseling prior to genetic
testing, and such testing should only be performed after obtaining
consent. Interestingly, the patient’s father had also a severe PS
deficiency, but was thrombosis-free, suggesting that a triggering
event might have been involved in the patient’s thrombus
formation or the existence of a protective mechanism in the
patient’s father.
Patients with the known PROS1 mutation and low PS levels

are at high risk of recurrent thrombosis and require lifelong oral
anticoagulation even after the first episode. This patient
underwent sudden chest pain and dyspnea just 1 month after
discontinuing a year-long anticoagulant regimen, which means
prolonged anticoagulant therapy should be suggested for this
condition. There are some recommended indications for
extended anticoagulation after 1 episode of VTE: anticoagulant
therapy for up to 2 years without other thrombophilia; and life-
long if other thrombophilia is present (coexistence of PC/PS
heterozygous deficiency with FV Leiden or prothrombin
20210A).
4. Conclusion

In summary, our report supports the view that PS deficiency
should be taken into consideration for young people with
recurred PE and DVT without predisposing causes. Genetic
studies could be valuable in the identification of PROS1
mutations for the PS deficient patients. As in this case, the
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described mutation in the PROS1 (c.1792 G>T, p.E598X) leads
to a functional PS deficiency and appears to have clinical
relevance with thrombosis. For this reason, the patient was
suggested to have an extended anticoagulant therapy to avoid a
severe VTE event.
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